Wheel runner Casing Spacers

WA.BR Model wheel runner Casing Spacers for small diameter pipes, 1.25 inch (32mm) - 6 inch 173 mm. Other models available for larger diameter pipes

![Small Carrier pipe through casing.](image)

**HDPE casing spacers** with reinforced heavy duty Nylon roller wheels.

**Skid heights** available are 15, 25, 35, 45 mm heights. Distance between insulators are recommended at 1.5m spacing along the pipe bore with a spacer at 0.5m from both ends of the casing pipe.

Two back to back spacers at both pipe ends are recommended. **Max. Static load is 200 kg/Spacer.** (441lbs per spacer)

![Multi small pipes may also be configuration though the same casing pipe.](image)
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Other related steel casing spacers with roller wheels